Open access, open choice

AIRC position on open access for publishing the results of projects funded by the AIRC Foundation

Making cancer curable is our mission, pursued by raising funds for cancer research, financing the most meritorious projects, and communicating scientific progress to the public, as stated in our by-laws.

The first achievement of any scientific discovery is the publication of a research article in a peer-review journal after a rigorous evaluation by a panel of experts.

From 2008 to 2018 projects funded by AIRC originated 17,342 scientific articles (Dataset AIRC, Web of Science Clarivate updated November 4th, 2019): this number reflects not only the high productivity of our researchers, but also a wide source of information for the whole scientific community, which can turn these discoveries into new tools for prevention, diagnosis, prognosis and cure.

How can we make these articles available to the public? The web has created a broader and easier access to the research results, compared to a past when only experts could read the majority of articles, thanks to the subscriptions to scientific journals paid by universities, research institutes, and hospitals.

Internet has created a new kind of expectation: a public, free of charge, global and unfiltered knowledge. The belief was that the cut of production and distribution costs (no more paper, printing and shipping costs) would make scientific journals available to a broad public and not only to a limited number of experts.

On these premises the open access movement has started to promote itself as a powerful force not only to encourage science’s public understanding and engagement, but also to establish transparency and to limit publication costs.

Open access means free availability of scientific literature on the web, allowing any user to read, download, copy, print, distribute, search, link, index and more; the only constraint on reproduction and distribution is that the authors maintain control over the integrity of their work and have the right to be properly acknowledged and cited.

Put into practice, open access means that an article must be made available on-line free of charge, usually within six months or maximum one year from the publication date. Fundamentally there are two ways of doing it: researchers can either publish the article in an open access journal (“gold” open access) or deposit it in a public repository (“green” open access). The PubMed Central database is the most used and known repository, and was created for this purpose by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) in 2005.

The NIH were the first funding agency to promote the open approach through an important agreement made with the majority of publishers. Starting from 2008 all NIH-supported investigators have to self-archive their research articles into PubMed Central within one year from the publication date.
Other public and private funding bodies followed the NIH example for three main reasons: the will to make research results accessible to donors and taxpayers who support the research; the high cost of journal subscriptions; the feeling that research financers pay publishers twice: with the fees for publishing and with the subscriptions for reading. However, not all policies are equally binding.

Open access journals have brought dramatic changes and innovation to scientific publishing with supplementary information, interactive materials, readers’ feedback, signed peer-review. Since they came along, they have been constantly modernizing technology and creating a stimulus for giants of the sector, where innovation had been poor for decades because of the lack of competition.

The general public, and in particular students, educators, journalists and policy-makers, can benefit from open access. They can have access to rough data anywhere in the world, and develop their own opinion rather than learning from interpretations of experts. However, only few people have the expertise to deeply understand the content of a scientific article and to catch its novelty and value compared to the plenty of results that crowd each biomedical sector. Luckily, for the great majority of non experts, there are other available information channels where the information is translated and simplified into a language that is easily understandable.

Communicating the research progress to the public is a key part of our mission and indeed the number and quality of AIRC communication channels is constantly growing. Since its foundation, in 1965, AIRC has always helped researchers to boost the communication with donors, patients and their families and, last but not least, with other scientists. We started with a magazine, Fondamentale. Then we added conferences, TV shows dedicated to cancer research and numerous events to support our fund raising activities. We then created our website, with guides on tumour prevention and cure, and newsletters that describe the results of our researchers. Now, we are also on Facebook and Twitter, and organize events in schools, with the aim of informing and reaching the younger public.

This work comes from the firm belief that making a list of research findings or promoting their free dissemination is not enough to stimulate the interest of the public. Instead, we need to make complex scientific data comprehensible for everyone, because people have the right to understand how their tangible contribute has been transformed into a tangible improvement for the cure of cancer. AIRC supports researchers, but mainly talks to donors, patients and their families.

Are open access journals really free? They cannot be free for everyone because, although they are not printed and posted, they have costs to sustain, mainly for their qualified staff. In fact, they need different kinds of expertise to coordinate the peer review, improve the readability of articles that are often written by non-native English scientists, and update news and add links, figures or references. In addition, maintenance and update costs for the servers of online only journals are very high.

How do open access journals get their money back? In the case of traditional (subscription or pay per view) and hybrid journals (where the printed journal, which is available via subscription, coexists with the freely accessible website) both authors and readers pay: the first pay for publishing and the second pay for reading. In the case of open access journals, only authors pay at the moment of publication. Therefore, while in traditional or hybrid journals the cost is shared within a wider community (readers are many more than authors!), for open access journals the publication costs are sustained by the researchers only. Many funding agencies cover the publication costs in open access journals and, with time, this could cause a decrease in the entity and number of grants for researchers.

Do researchers like open journals? They like them for reading, but maybe less for publishing. One reason for this apparent ambiguity is that a journal is much more that a shell containing experimental results. It can be compared to a ship whose value depends on the number and quality of readers that it meets around the world: the more important ports it reaches, the stronger is the impact on the scientific community. Therefore, although the open access model is setting in for publishing, researchers still read and desire the restricted-access journals that over time have built a relationship of trust with their readers, due to the quality of what they publish and the care of how they publish.
How has the landscape of scientific journals changed since the open access movement started? The open access movement has seen slow progress in making scientific literature freely available online. According to a 2017 analysis, the proportion of subscription-only journals shrank between 2012 and 2016, giving way to more open-access and hybrid journals. However, data of this analysis suggest that this change is far from being transformative: in 2016 one-third of journals still published articles behind a paywall while only 15% of journals published with immediate open-access and less than half adopted the “hybrid” model of publishing.

What will the future look like? Although it is very difficult to make accurate predictions for the future in general, and especially in times of great technological turmoil, some experts ventured some guesses. On one side, the passage from a “reader pays” model (restricted access) to a “author pays” model (open access) could decrease the number of journals with a serious and rigorous peer review, independently on the modality of access; on the other side it can prompt open access journals to accept articles of dubious quality in order to increase the web traffic and cover the business costs. Unfortunately, the second scenario seems the most predominant at the moment.

Different kinds of access (open or restricted) will likely continue to coexist. Probably a plurality of authoritative, independent, high-quality journals, neither greedy or bullying, nor unsustainable, is what may provide the most opportunities for scientists and readers. Moreover, it could also be a positive scenario for publishers, that are not only represented by greedy corporations, but also by little scientific societies that often use the incomes from subscriptions to create fellowships and organize seminars and conferences.

In conclusion, AIRC position on open access is frankly open and agnostic. AIRC has neither the right nor the will to impose a unique publication model to scientists. And the scientists, as the inventors of their own research, are uniquely equipped to choose the most suitable journal to publish their own results. If the chosen journal is open access, they are allowed to use part of their AIRC grant to cover the fees. Our Foundation will continue to communicate all the results of the studies we finance to all our supporters. We will do it with the same care, attention and authoritativeness that characterized half a century of cancer research financed by AIRC.

This policy applies to scientific publications that result from research funded by AIRC, unless otherwise stated in the Call for proposals of each funding scheme.

Ilaria Guerini and Lisa Vozza are the authors of this document. They found the following sources particularly useful: the Harvard Open Access Project by Peter Saber, the NEJM Open Access special (28 February 2013), the Nature editorial “Access all areas” (26 January 2012), the World View on Nature “Predatory publishers are corrupting open access” written by Jeffrey Bell (13 September 2012), another Nature editorial entitled “Openness costs” (28 June 2012), the article “Open to possibilities” by Stephen Pincock (Nature, 28 March 2013) and the Nature news “Radical open-access plan could spell end to journal subscriptions” by Holly Else (Nature, 4 September 2018). And, last but not least, they have read the AIRC by-laws.